Establishment of a novel cell line with T-lineage phenotype (HPB-MLp-W) from a non-Hodgkin's lymphoma patient.
We report the characterization of a novel human T-cell line, HPB-MLp-W, which was established from blastic cells of a lymph node specimen from a patient with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. They demonstrated the T-cell association antigens, CD2 and CD4, but no CD3, CD8, CD1, CD5, CD7 nor T-cell antigen receptor on their cell surfaces. They were also positive for Ia and Ki-1 antigen, and negative for CD25 (Tac-1). The cell line HPB-MLp-W had the same pattern of antigen expression as the patient's cells. Southern-blot analysis of DNA showed a rearrangement of the T-cell receptor-alpha and beta genes. To our knowledge, this is a novel cell line with unique T-lineage marker, to be established from a case of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.